Tantra Massage Training
Immersive Residentials 2019
The Invitation
Join us for a sensational adventure in Tantric touch.
Our five day Residential Trainings offer the possibility of completely immersing yourself in the
teachings of Tantra Massage, as well as the collective ‘energy field’ of the group. Away from
the distractions and busyness of life, your potential for transformation is exponentially
increased.
The Residentials take place at Earth Spirit in Somerset. Just five miles from Glastonbury, Earth
Spirit lies within the ‘temenos’ (sacred enclosure) of Avalon. The centre is situated in a
beautiful landscape next to two nature reserves. The atmosphere is one of seclusion,
timelessness, and magic.
For 2019 we are offering two Residential Trainings:
Level One - 18th to 23th August
Level Two - 27th Oct to 1st Nov
Journey into the mysteries with a heart-centred group of fellow travellers; expertly guided and
lovingly held by Gayatri and the Tantra Massage Training Team.

The Offering
Each full day begins with a morning active meditation, plus three training sessions; morning,
afternoon and evening.
Day time sessions are focused on learning techniques through demonstration and hands on
practice. Evening sessions are lighter and more celebratory with guided rituals and
ceremonies.
Participants are invited to give and receive massage to one another over the course of the
week. The skill of receiving is a beautiful gift to cultivate; whilst honouring your boundaries at
all times.
We welcome people of all gender-identification and sexual orientation to the training.
If you wish to come with a partner you can work together exclusively for the week, or mix with
the group as you prefer.

Application is via our website tantramassagetraining.co.uk/apply
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The Programme
Level One - Foundations of Tantra Massage: Awakening & Honouring the Body
A key intention of Tantra Massage is to awaken into the energetic and spiritual dimensions of
our being, through the gateway of the physical body, breath and the senses. Level One provides
you with the tools and techniques to take someone on a journey of Tantric touch. Central to the
experience is your own awakening into awareness. You become a “tuning fork” vibrating at a
frequency that invites others to do the same.
Specific elements of the workshop include, yet are not limited to:









Ecstatic Awakening Massage for the whole body
Shiva & Shakti Honouring Rituals
Lingam Massage to honour the penis
Breast massage to awaken the heart
Yoni Massage to honour the vulva
Keys to energy awakening – breath, sound and movement
Tools of compassionate communication and feedback
Tantric rituals of presence and love, honouring and devotion

Level Two – Evolving your Tantra Massage: Exploring the Depths & Heights of Being
Tantra Massage is not simply about tools and techniques, but the depths that you have
explored in your own being. Level Two takes you on a journey to explore the deeper and darker
themes of the human experience, as well as celebrating the heights and delights of the body
through Tantric touch.
Specific elements of the workshop include, yet are not limited to:









Holding Sacred Space
Sensual Surrender Massage - toys and tools to heighten sensation and move energy
Four-Handed Massage – massaging with a partner for an expanded experience
Body to Body Massage – bringing more of you into the experience
Anal Massage for surrender and receptivity
Tantric Kriya Yoga practices to deepen in your energetic development; enabling a
deeper offering
Grief Ritual to honour that which has been lost – people, parts of ourselves, and the
planet
More Tantric rituals of presence and love, honouring and devotion

Application is via our website tantramassagetraining.co.uk/apply
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Practicalities
Venue
Earth Spirit is a well-known and much-loved retreat centre for Tantric workshops and events.
In 2018 they created a new purpose-built facility for small groups, aptly named “Little Earth”.
Our Residential Training in 2018 had the honour of being among the first groups to use the
space and we are delighted to be back in 2019.
Little Earth comprises of a workshop room with underfloor heating, plus dining area and
private accommodation. The venue is light, bright, and welcoming.
You can see photographs and find out more about Earth Spirit, including travel information, via
their website - http://www.earthspirit-centre.co.uk

Accommodation
Little Earth has five en-suite rooms with two (twin or double) or three beds. More basic
accommodation is available in adjacent quarters and these have shared bathroom facilities
(accessed by going outdoors).
All accommodation is shared with one or two others. Unfortunately it is not possible to offer
private accommodation.

Food & Drink
Meals are catered by Earth Spirit’s in-house chefs providing healthy vegetarian meals.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner are all included in the cost. Special diets (vegan, gluten free) and
allergy free requirements can be accommodated at an additional cost. Hot drinks and light
snacks are always available and included in the package.

Arrival & Departure
Arrive from 6pm on the first day. The training commences in the evening after dinner and
completes at lunchtime on the final day.

Application is via our website tantramassagetraining.co.uk/apply
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Who is this suitable for?
Residential Trainings are a deep dive into Tantric experience. Therefore it is essential that you
are ready for the journey.
All places are by application and then interview. We may request that you come for a private
session also.
For Level One, we recommend you attend ‘Awakening: Foundations of Tantra Massage’ as a
pre-requisite.
For Level Two, you must have attended Level One, or at least two of our weekend workshops
as a pre-requisite.
If you not attended any of our workshops previously but have a good level of experience in
Tantra/Sacred Sexuality or bodywork/massage (ideally both), your application will be
considered. The more information you can provide in your application, the better we can
understand your level of experience.

We welcome...









Bodyworkers and massage therapists looking to understand sexual energy
Tantrikas seeking skills in bodywork for personal or professional use
Lovers longing to feel deeper intimacy and pleasure
Healers seeking to unite the split between sex and spirit
Spiritual seekers desiring connection with their sexual energy
Sensual enthusiasts yearning to discover the divinity in everything
Everyone who knows that there is “something more” to life
Those who feel the call to dive deep into the Mystery.

Will I be qualified as a Tantric Practitioner?
Currently there is no recognised qualification or standard to become a Tantric practitioner.
Sadly this means that many people are offering services under the name “Tantric” with little
understanding of the true depth and potential of the path.
For people who complete the Residentials, there is a Certificate of Completion. If you are
interested in practising Tantra Massage as a profession, we offer guidance and support to you
on your journey. Depending on where you are starting from, we may recommend you attend
other trainings in Tantra and/or massage/bodywork in order for you to develop your personal
awareness and professional skills.
Gayatri runs a Practitioner Group Mentoring & Supervision Programme. Attendance on the
Residentials would qualify you to join the Programme and receive support and guidance as you
establish and cultivate your Tantra Massage practise.

Application is via our website tantramassagetraining.co.uk/apply
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About your Guide...
Gayatri is a Sacred Sexuality professional devoted
to bringing 21st century consciousness to ancient
wisdom and practices. Since 2012 she has been
offering safe and sacred spaces for people to
discover the aliveness of their being through
conscious touch and erotic awakening.
In a world where sex has become a commodity to
promote, seduce and sell, Gayatri is passionate
about positioning sexuality back in the body.
Known for her refreshingly natural and joyful
approach, Gayatri champions touch as the language to heal the separation between sex and
spirit, heart and mind.
In 2016 Gayatri founded Tantra Massage Training with the intention of offering a heartcentred and body-celebrating approach to spiritual awareness and sexual expansion. Since
then she has initiated hundreds of people into the art of Tantric touch through workshops, and
created an inspired community of sensual enthusiasts. Central to her work is grounding in
safety, cultivating sensitivity, and embodying the sacred.
In 2018 Gayatri was nominated as Somatic Sexologist of the Year at The Sexual Freedom
Awards which promote excellence in erotic performance and sexual services and celebrate
pioneers in the field of sexuality.
Discover more... https://gayatribeegan.com

Fees
Early Bird Rate - £1,100 Until 31st May (a saving of £150).
Standard Rate - £1,250
Community Rate - £1,100 Available to those who have completed two or more weekend
workshops. Available at any time (even after Early Bird has finished)
The fee includes all training, accommodation and food costs from the evening of arrival
(training starts after dinner) until the afternoon of departure (leaving after lunch).
Payment plans available to spread out the costs; for a small (5%) additional fee to cover admin
charges.
For booking Level One & Two together, there will be a further £100 discount.
Application is via our website tantramassagetraining.co.uk/apply

